
Editor(  	 12/16/85 
News-Post 
Frederick, kid. 21701 

Dear Editor, 

Vincent J. ilooney's excellent and iiiforriative letter (12/16) fljrthurs the 
understanding your readers can have of the complicated and dangerous situation in 
the middle-east and it offsets some of the mizinformation that amounts to propaganda 
Roy Meachwn uas been spewing out, columns I regard as anti -semitism, which is not the 
same as p 	ab. 

kt one point Mr. 1-looney, I think, misreads what I wrote, stemming in part from 
1410,Meachum's language both Mr. kooney and I quoted. InJ part also this comes from the 

simplitincredible about of error and misinformation in Mr. "eechum's 12/3 column and 
the amount of space required to correct what I did correct. I did not correct him, 
for example on his mixture of error and propagaPla ,ihere he referred to ,Yitzhak 
Shamir: "... headed the Stern gang ...responsible for the massacres of innocent Arabs. 
1)eav(Palestinian babies ... ate no novelty to Shamir, scheduled again to become 
Israel's prime minister." Th9 Strn Gang itself, in Heachum's flaunting of ignorance, 
he described as "4.2- Israel. DE in fact preeaded establishment of the State of Israel 
and Shamir not only didn't head it - he didnt't even belong to it. 

In his propagandist's approach kr. Meechum, instead of referring to "terigtory" 
Israel captured in war, war caused only by its neighbors' refusal to acknowledge its 
existence and their efforts to exterminate it, he referred to "lands." In  the plural 
and in that usage lands is synonymous with countries, and in that sense I stated that 
Israel had not "swept up" those lands. In the seme sentence, as Mr. looney quotes it, 
I followed immediatol6ewith, nothing omitted in quotation, "the small areas of 
territory involved are both the territory from which Jews come and was to have been made 
into Israel after World War I." I am correct in this in that the territories not part 
of Israel as approved by the United Nations that Israel took by war are both small and 
part f he ariginal territories of the Jews, from which thew also were driven by were. eel %dal es 
This 	 the Golan Heights, which letr. "ooney mentions as "Syrian clear as can 
be." If Mr..Mooney will oil r' p at thedi'rltish map which accompanied my letter of 
11/23/85 he will see tha 	' was to have been made part of Israel after the first 
World War and that instead Britain ceded it to the French mandate in 1923, which later 
became the State of Syria. 

Mr. hooney's formulation is: "Israel is a creation of the United Nations in 1948." 
I suggest that instead he consider that what the United Nations did is recognize what 
Jews had already established as their State of Israel by force of arms and againdall 
the Arab lands, dutnumberelby about 200 to 1, I4 this the United cations actually re- 

' duced the territory of Israel, as established in that struggle. 

Mr. Mooney is correct in stating that Israeli construction and settlement on what 
is today known as "the Nest tank" was "directly contrary to the U.S. policy," but at 
the Camp David agreement,negOtiated by Viimmy Carter between Israel and Egypt, Israel 
did not agree to U.S. policy and thereafter did not violate the aereement. The fact 
remains, regerdless of what may be the policy of any United States government at any 
time, that "the West Bank" was taken by force of irmy by Jordan and, historically, 
is 'udea, from which comes the name Jews, and Sameriajaret these smell areas were to 
begin with taken by force of arms from the sews. 

Aside from the historical fact that these places and the Golan are Jewish, the 
real fact is that if they are not under Israeli control Syria/A, Jordanians or Arab 
terrorists cS fire artilleily from tat that could wipe out 	cities on the Israeli 
coastline and even hit ships at sea, the width of Israel wit cut them is that narrow. 
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Once the Jews were driven out of their ancient land and A
rabs for  

occupied it, two peoples can make legitimate claims to th
at land. It is, as "e. 

kleachum pfetends is nott-ue, quite complicated and variou
s rights can be asserted. 

The solution after the first World War was to create two 
states from the Palestine 

territory, the Arab state of Trans-Jordan, or Palestine a
cross the Jordan diver, 

and what the stut4en did not live up to, Israel was to ha
ve been the smaller portion 

that remained of the Palestine territory. horeover, asid
e from historical juatice, 

in both World Wars Palestinian Jews fought heroically wit
h British forces, as is well 

documented andp by those of as old enough, remembered. This cannot be
 said of Arabs so 

many of whom sided with the Germans, notoriously with the
 Nazis, from the Grand Nufti 

down. 

Ur.ooney's parriffts  reasons for stating that the so-ca
lled PLO has none of the 

characteristics of a government to be recognized are quit
e correct and it has none of 

these needed characteristics. I would like to add another
 consideration, that when it 

cannot even control itself and despite Mr. Peachum's pro
paganda is directlXresponsible 

for truly inhuman terrorism, it does not even deserve to
 be considered as he candidate 

for head of any state. 

Idrael did offer a Post bank" compromise, accepted by som
e Arabs, many of whom 

were soon assassinated by the extilMists of the PLO, self-
government by Arabs within 

it. Instead the PLO adipip to the stated policy of drivi
ng all 'ews into the sea or 

a policy of exte5pination. how can anyone expect the Stat
e of Israel to recognize 

Am -even if the* were today to say 44y abandon: this hol
ocaust policy, the policy 

with which it has lived and coleolled its minions from t
he mvxmC  outset. The stated 

reason for U.S. refusal to recognize the PLO is this AK FLU policy. 

For those of your readers who want a better understanding
 of the complicated and 

dangerous situation in that strategically important part 
of the world, Mr. NoAney's is 

a fine. contributiont that I, personally, welcome and t
hank him for. 

Harold It,:i.sberg 


